
The Downs & Back: Nine out of Nine 

Lots of things tend to happen on a long ride, but as you seem to finish with a 

mind more fragmented than it was at the start, it’s sometimes difficult to 

remember exactly what actually happened. Thankfully, I don’t have that 

problem and everything you read here is true. I didn’t have to make up anything 

at all. (And no offence to anyone intended, by the way.) 

It’s well known that the Vollies are the heroes of any supported ride, but it takes 

one of those multiple rides that are run simultaneously over multiple days to 

appreciate what a heroic job they do. And so it turned out. All the available 

space inside Errol’s car was completely taken up with rider bags, food & 

cooking gear, with just a small space left for the driver to sit. It was so packed 

that he was the only one that could fit everything in, like some giant jigsaw 

puzzle that he had to assemble and dissemble repeatedly as he dashed over the 

Darling Downs. Team Errol at various points also included Sandy, Rosie, Liz 

and Simon. Heroes. 

Back to the beginning. The starters for the 300 were: George R, Kym R; the 

600: Anne L, Chris R, Chris E, Mark R; and the 1000 Gerry E, Miles S and Jim 

C.  The latter two were from Victoria, attracted to Queensland by the reputation 

for rider support and the balmy winter weather on offer on the Darling Downs.  

Two images stick in my mind at the start. The first: 

 
Miles S’s crankset.  Miles rode up from Melbourne on this just for the ride. And 

in answer to your next question: 72. 



And the other image is the pharmacy that cascaded from Anne’s saddle bag as it 

was being re-attached to her bike. The tinsel of rattling foil packets glinted in 

the early dawn light as the stash was hurriedly stuffed back in, just as Errol 

began the ride-talk. Then the dawn-song of Garmins locking onto their 

satellites, the clip of pedals and suddenly, whoosh! we are hurtling down 

Reservoir Rd. There are no slow starts from Lowood. 

Enough poetry. The group splits into Kym and the three 1000s up front, the four 

600s and George sweeping for stragglers. At Atkinson Dam, Chris R has a 

puncture and George sails past the four 600s with the question: “How many 

cyclists does it take to fix a puncture? Looks like you’ve got it under control.”  

The 1
st
 Control is Ma Ma Creek (80 km) and the good news is that the Cafe has 

re-opened with new management and a real coffee machine.  The really good 

news is that Rosie has baked two sorts of delicious hi-carb cake. It’s difficult to 

choose, so most have both.  Jim C reroutes his chain through the derailleur cage 

and expects an extra 1 km/h.  I don’t know Jim but a quick thumb through 

Checkpoint No 59 and I read that last year he received an Ultra Randonneur 

Award (10x super series, 10x rides>1000k), which I must say is impressive to 

someone on their first 600.  

But it’s a beautiful day to climb the Range. You can definitely feel that it’s a 

climb, but it’s gentle.  Top of the Range: 

 



And then we are at the 2
nd

 Control at Clifton (+55k). Rosie’s there with more 

cake while Errol has leap-frogged us to Pittsworth.  The 1000s are gone and 

Kym is just leaving to go to the 300k turnaround. Clifton is also a return control 

for the 300s and Rosie will then shepherd them back via Ma Ma Creek. 

Onwards, and Kym gets a Hi-5 as he passes by on return and we continue to the 

3
rd

 Control at Pittsworth (+45k).  

It may have been here that Chris R reveals that he has a spreadsheet which 

predicts our arrival time at Dalby tonight. Someone says 10pm, someone says 

11pm. I suspect “spreadsheet” is actually a term he uses for what is going on 

inside his head as he passes time with recalculations, and the ETA swings 

between various values. 

4
th

 Control at Oakey (+39k). Here the tcx file and the cue sheet dispute which 

park in Oakey the control is at, but the cue sheet always wins. Chris E reveals 

that he does not own a GPS. He actually uses the cue sheet to determine 

directions. Unimpeded by satellites, his old school approach will save us on 

numerous occasions. 

Time to light-up and this is where Anne finds out that she has packed two sets 

of arm-warmers instead of arm & leg-warmers. It’s cooling quickly & Errol 

offers hot soup but the lure of Liz with spag bol at Cecil Plains is too much and 

we just stuff down a few bananas and we are off. Night riding has a different 

feel; your world shrinks to your headlight beam while the starry night sky 

expands. And the hallucinations start.  

Liz is manning the 5
th
 Control at Cecil Plains (+63k) and has the spag bol 

heated and ready to be doled out. She is accompanied by Sophie, a frisky little 

dog with what appears to be a giant dog’s tail grafted on. Spag bol, gone. Loaf 

of bread, gone, with the help of a tub of butter and home-made lilly-pilly jam. 

And then we come to what I guess is the crux of the whole ride. For just then 

we notice the large packet of Tim Tams on the table. Empty. 

We silently contemplate the empty packet, doing the maths. The 300s have long 

gone. All four of us have been together since the start. That leaves only the three 

1000s up the road. Gerry and those bloody Victorians. (And btw doesn’t Gerry 

have a funny accent?) We roar out of Cecil Plains in a xenophobic paceline, the 

“Queenslander, Queenslander ..” chant going through our heads. (Anne tells me 

later that she was actually tormented by the Cold Play song "Magic" going 

through her head the whole trip.)  



It’s hard to believe how flat it is out there, but if you look at the ride profile 

there is a 100k section that is a gentle flat bowl shape with a tiny gradient and 

we are flying down the rim. We are keen to get to Dalby; after all, there is a 

pistol shoot this weekend and town should be hopping. And it’s the Alien 

abduction centre of Australia. And there is the whole Tim Tam -gate thing to 

resolve.  

We get into the 6
th

 Control at Dalby (+42k), the brevet cards signed at 10:35pm. 

Wisely, Errol has arranged for the accommodation for the 1000s to be at a 

separate location from the 600s. But we are distracted. Errol has managed to fit 

beer into his car! Then Chris gleefully pulls out the spread-sheet he’s been 

carrying with the calculated times. I read “Dalby 10:35pm”. How is this 

possible? Did he get access to a printer on the way in? Did he change Errol’s 

watch? Or has he just managed our pace for the last 15 hours 35 minutes? 

We have the usual fight over who gets the double bed in a “3 singles, 1 double” 

situation but the two Chrises win out and quickly retire. Errol is already asleep, 

which was a good move as in the morning he said he slept soundly until the 

4:00 am alarm, as did I, while Anne had stereo snoring. At 4:30 am the 1000s 

come in for brekky. The Tim Tams are mentioned. They deny everything. 

We’re not convinced and there is tension in the air. I get changed and they point 

out my knicks are on inside out. A simple mistake, but it doesn’t help the 

situation. 

Finally, Jim is the first to crack the impasse and heads off. Gerry & Miles 

follow 20 minutes later. In another 20 minutes we are all on the road and golly-

gosh it was f***ing cold. I’ve looked at the Garmin data and on the ride-in last 

night it was a cool but bearable 10-11
o
C. This morning it hovers between 1-3

o
C 

for the first four hours of riding. Anne has my leg-warmers, I have an extra pair 

of long over short knicks. After about an hour of riding in the dark, with blocks 

of ice for feet, the Garmins start their “off-course” beeping while we see another 

lone cyclist coming towards us from the opposite direction. We’ve missed a 

turn 100m back, but Jim has also missed it and added an extra 25k to his day.  

The four of us pass him not realising that he’s not feeling well and that shortly 

after he stops and loses his breakfast. We continue on this long, lonely stretch; 

encountering 81 km of nothing but a mining ghost town and freezing fog. A bit 

like the twilight zone. Control 7 (Goombungee +81k) arrives with the sun, and 

Errol has cooked up some bacon and egg rolls. How good is it to be alive; warm 



and stuffing yourself with food? All seven of us are there, as Gerry & Miles 

have also taken some extra detours. Birds are tweeting, all is forgiven. It’s 

warming up and the vests & warmers are coming off, but my double-layer of 

knicks are feeling pretty comfy and I keep them on for the remainder of the ride. 

I think I might have made an important discovery.  

The next stage back to Control 8 at Clifton (+85k), is I guess what you would 

call “the low point” of the ride. There was traffic (never nice), there were hills 

(but not that big), there was wind (but not that strong), but somehow the last 

20k felt like 100k. Forward progress was slowing and I could sense Chris 

making rapid mental ETA re-calculations. Eventually “just keep pedaling” 

worked. Initially Clifton was to be an unsupported control, but because the 

1000s got lost before Goombungee (any rumors of computer-tampering is just 

inter-state paranoia), Errol found he could cover both groups.  I think this 

control had the rolls that included pasta. I have learnt that time can be saved, 

and decision-making avoided, by just telling Errol “everything please” when he 

is making rolls.  

From Clifton to the Top of the Range there seemed to be hills that didn’t exist 

when coming in the opposite direction. A semi-trailer flicks up a stone that hits 

Anne and takes a gouge out of her leg; but this only causes her to lift the pace. 

At the top we pause to light-up and concoct a plan. Chris R and I will bomb 

down the descent and get the coffees ordered. Chris mistakes me for Mark 

Cavendish and hits 50 k/h leading me out on the flat before Control 9 at Ma Ma 

Creek (+54k). Except I’m perfectly happy staying in his wind shadow. Coffees 

ordered, we ransack Errol’s food supplies; Woolies fruitcake does the job. 

Suddenly there is a whirlwind of activity and Anne & Chris E arrive and Anne 

is through in the fastest control stop I’ve ever seen. Toilet, brevet card, coffee, 

water bottles, all seemingly done in one continuous motion and then she is a dot 

on the horizon. I felt we should have pushed her bike as they do after a Tour de 

France wheel change.  

Meanwhile Chris E has a slow leak puncture and we stand around observing 

and commenting on his tube changing techniques. He’s pretty quick; but so is 

Anne and we spend the next 30 minutes chasing her down. Returning towards 

Lowood, it’s all familiar territory, but some of the roads are not the sort you can 

doze on with snarling Sunday night traffic. We arrive back at the final 10
th
 

Control (+57k) at 8:45pm. Anne measures the gradient of Reservoir Rd (11-



12%). We contemplate what it would be like to do another 400k like Gerry, 

Miles & Jim. No thanks, not this time.  

Amazingly, all four of us: Anne L, Chris R, Chris E, & Mark R each completed 

the 600 in a PB time and we all comment that it was also the easiest 600 that 

we’d ever done. We hear from Sandy that Kym R and George R successfully 

completed their 300s; and later hear that Gerry E (4:45 pm Mon), Jim C (11:00 

pm Mon) and Miles S (1:15 am Tues) successfully completed their 1000s. 

Chapeau guys! 

That’s nine out of nine completing the Downs & Back. Take a bow Errol. 

 

The view from the back of the 600 train. Thanks guys. 

 

 

Postscript: There was never any tension with the 1000s. Victoria is also a great 

state. And it turns out it was that mongrel dog Sophie that ate the Tim Tams. 

 


